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nitro pro 10.5.4.16 final release do you want to edit, view
and convert pdf documents we all do. there is a bunch of
expensive pdf editing program out there such as adobe
reader xi, yet they are expensive and large in size. nitro
pro 10.5 is a famous and lightweight pdf software allows
users to perform multi-tasks on pdf files. with its modern
and innovative technology that has unique qualities to
bring forward all the necessary tools to, edit, create,
view, share and convert pdf documents. it also let us

sign pdf files and certify our documents. nitro pro
10.5.4.16 final release do you want to edit, view and
convert pdf documents we all do. there is a bunch of

expensive pdf editing program out there such as adobe
reader xi, yet they are expensive and large in size. nitro
pro 10.5 is a famous and lightweight pdf software allows
users to perform multi-tasks on pdf files. i want to report
my problem, i uninstalled nitro pro version 7.0.2 (x64)

after a long struggle. when i uninstalled it, i got a
message that “the process is still running, please wait.”. i
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waited for 15 minutes and it said “the program will be
stopped now. i have also installed the patch. the problem

is that after the uninstalling process completed, i
checked with the task manager and the process “nitro

pro” is running. i couldn’t unload or kill it. what can i do?
i uninstalled nitro pro version 7.0.2 (x64) after a long

struggle. when i uninstalled it, i got a message that “the
process is still running, please wait.”. i waited for 15

minutes and it said “the program will be stopped now. i
have also installed the patch. the problem is that after
the uninstalling process completed, i checked with the
task manager and the process “nitro pro” is running. i

couldn’t unload or kill it. what can i do?
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